
SpecificationS

Forklift Ramp Adapter

 � Maximum ramp capacity: 

13,000 lbs  (5897 kg)

 � Inclined ramp length:  

48”  (122cm)

 � Level platform: 79”  (201cm)

 � Maximum vehicle  

wheelbase: 76”  (193cm)

 � Ramp height: 7”  (18cm)

 � Ramp width: 10”  (25cm)

 � Shipping weight:  

900 lbs  (408kg)
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Customize your mobile Column lift with 
the forklift ramp adapter
The Forklift Ramp Adapter is the perfect wheels-free lifting solution to allow 
access for tire and maintenance work under forklifts with a wheel base of 
up to 76” or less. Adaptable to a pair of 16,000 lbs or 18,000 lbs capacity 
columns.

featureS and advantageS
 � Provides stand-up under-vehicle access
 � Easy to perform inspections
 � Makes repair services easy to reach
 � Compact design makes storage trouble-free
 � Drive-up ramp sections and front drive-on sections connect  

together to ensure load positioning
 � Drive-on sections provide front wheel stop

Safety featureS
 � Anti-slip rubber lifting surface
 � Secure connectible ramp sections stay in position on the floor

available modelS
 � FRA-S-C - Forklift Ramp Adapter (set) comes with four drive-up ramps,  

two mid-section ramps (raise with vehicle), four drive-on ramps, two  
connection tubes for the ramps that remain on the floor and one  
transport cart

 � FRA-S-C-W - Forklift Ramp Adapter (set) includes all of the above (FRA-S-C) 
with the exception that the two mid-section ramps are suited to fit a wide 
body carriage

 � FRA-S-3-C - Forklift Ramp Adapter (set) comes with four drive-up ramps, 
two mid-section ramps (raise with vehicle), four drive-on ramps, one  
center ramp for 3-wheeled vehicles, two connection tubes for the ramps 
that remain on the floor and one transportation cart

 � FRA-S-3-C-W - Forklift Ramp Adapter (set) includes all of the above  
(FRA-S-3-C) with the exception that the two mid-section ramps are suited 
to fit a wide body carriage

For more information regarding the Forklift Ramp Adapter
Call 800.362.4618 (US) or 800.362.4608 (Canada)
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